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The main sections of the plan for the development of industry 
at the national, branch and enterprise levels, with their in
terrelationships and their relations with the other chief com
ponents of the national economic plan 

I. The position of industry in the economy of the GDR, and its 
relations with other spheres 

Industry is the biggest sector in the national economy of the 
GDR. Its share in production is over 60 per cent, and it ac-. ' 
counts for 61 per cent of all production funds and about 47 . ,. 
per cent of the manpower employer. in material production. 

The position of industry in the development of GDR eco~omy i~ 

largely determined by the fact that this is the sector which 
produces electric power, machinery, equipment, chemicals, 
£uels, metals and building materials that are needed for both 

'the development of industry itself and for other sectors as 
well as for the neeJs of the people. 

~he top ranking position of industry in the national economy 
is mainly character!zed by the following features: 

1. Industry is a basic sphere of reproduction for the working 
class which, being the dominant social f Jrce, works out the 
shape of the fully developed socialist society, in alliance 
with the class of cooperative farmers and other strata of 
the population. 

2. Industry is characterized by mechanized large-scale produc
tion and the employment of highly developed t~chnical equip
ment. 

3. Industry produces the ~iggest ehare 0£ material output, thus 
providing essential conditions for satisfying better and 
better the material and cultural needs of the people. 



4. Industry together with other spheres provides the material 
basis for intensifying the process o! reproduction, for rais
ing the productivity of labour and raising efficiency in 
all spheres of the national economy on the basis of scienti
fic and technologicai progress. 

5. Industry is largsly responsible for the regional distribu
tion (locatio~) of the productive forces. It is a major 
factor in regional development. 

The prosperity of the nation depends above all on industry. It 
is industry that produces the majority of consumer goods and 

foodstuffs. 

Accordingly, when the national economic ?lan is being prepared, 
full account is t~ken, in both substance and method, of the 
close connections that link industry with the other sectors of 
the economy, such as agricult11re, transport, capital construc

tion, and with the br~nches of the non-product~ve sector. In
terdependence is particularly close between the plans of in

dustrial output and of agriculture. The volume and gro~th rate 
of agricultural production will always depend on how w£11 agri
culture is supplied with tractors, various kinds of machinery, 

fuels, mineral fertilizerb, electricity and building materials. 
At the same time the planned volume of output in the light in

dustry and the foodstuffs industry depends directly upon the 
supply of agr~~ultural raw materials as scheduled in the pl~.1. 

In transport, the vclume and pattern of goods turnover is al
most exclusively determined by the scale and rate of develop
ment of industrial production. About 70 per cent of all goods 
transported are industrial goods. The plan of industrial pro
duction, therefore, takes care of the requirements of public 

transport in the matter of rolling stock, rails, pipes, con
trol equipment, etc. Conversely, the successful development 
of industrial production is in many ways dependent upon public 
transport. The future development of domestic and foreign 
trade, sup~ly of materials, municipal utilities, and services 

·for the people are also determined by the plan of industrjal 
production. 
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Al~ these interdependencies are taken into considerati~n when 
the plane are formulated for industry as part and parcel of 
centralized state planning of the national economy. 

In recent years the GnR has made noticeable progress in master
ing these complex interconnections with regard to both sub
stance and method. 

II. The substance and the foundations of industrial planning 

Industrial planning is baaed upon the tasks to be a~hieved by 
the national economy. In t~e GDR industrial production is 
planne~ in such a way as to meet increasing requirements, to 
provide continuous supplies to the people, to provision ~11 
spheres of the economy with powerful and highly efficient 
means of production, and to contribute towards the establish
ment of stable and efficient e~onomic relations wlth foreign 
countries. 

These are the aims to be attained by further specialisation, 
concentration, co-operation &nd combination of production at 
both the national level and among member countries of the 
CMEA, by more economical utilisation ot fixed asaets, mate
rials, and manpower along with a steady rise of the techno
logical level and the profitability of production. In all 
this, more and more consideration is also given to the re
quirements of enviro11JDental conservation. 

The subject matter of industrial planning is the industrial 
reproduction process with the lints it has with all the aec
tora and branches of the econo1117 both nationMlly and in the 
CMEA countries. In par.tioular, the planning for industrial 
branches and enterprise~ includes 
- ths planning of output and eervioes in aooordance with de

mand of capacities, and of scientific and teohnologioal 
indicators 

- the planninc of total oo.maoditi•• avatlable {supplies to 
domestic trade in consumer goods) 

- planninc the developaent ot efficiency 
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- planning the- tasks concerning socialist economic integra-
ti on 

- planning the tasks of foreign trade 
- planning the tasks of science and technology 
- planning the development of fixed assets and investments 

economical use of .materials, inclusive of the - planning t~e 
use of norms, standards, and aggragated coefficients of 
consumption uf materials 

- planninc labour productivity, .manpower and wages 
- planning the development of working and living conditions of 

the working people, with the inclusion of works recreation 
facilities 

- the planning of transport required 
; 

- planning the tasks ir. the fields of training and further 
education 

- the planning of finance and prices 
- planning the tasks connected with the prctection of the en-

vironment. 

III. The main parts of industrial planning, and how they are 
interlinked 

1. Planning the output and performance of industry 

In all enterprises, combines, economic executive bodies, cen
tral state authorities and local councils under whose respen
sibility industrial articles are manufactured, or industrial 
services are carried out, the planni~g of industrial produc
tion is directed towards 
(a) steady and continuous supplies, in adequate qualities and 

in accordance with demand, to the people, the economy and 
the state as w6ll as the establjshment of stable export 
lines; 

(b} the introduction into the production process of new and 
improved articles, tec~niques, and procedures as wel! as 
the elimination of obsolete pr~ducts 

I , 
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(c) the intensive and effective utilization of production 
funds, material resources inclusive of waste products 
and secondary raw materials and of the social labour 
potential, accompanied by a steady rise in the technolo
gical and eoonomic level of production and performance 
and by impro~ed protection of the environment 

(d) securing adequate proportions within ano between the 
branches and sectors of the economy, and to~ards further 
improvements ib specialisation, cooperation, combination 
of production as well a~ the further development of so
cialist economic integration between CMEA member countries. 

With a viqw to secur~.ng that output and performance meet de
mand, the State Planning Commission, the ministriec and other 
central state authorities, the local councils and the econo
mic execut1·1e bodies of industries plan the development of ef
ficient branch structures, p·:oduction profile& and patterns 
of production; in this context they give the enterprises and 
combines orientation data, and set tasks and aims for them 
together with the respective indicatJrs of the state plan. 

The main part of the draft five year plan and drafts of an
nµal national economic plans for the enterprises, combines 
and economic management 01gans in the field of industry are, 
above all, the development of output and performance and of 
capacities on the basis of technological and economic indi
cators. 

Denand is an important factor on which plans are founded. The 
demand of the people, of the economy, and of the state - in
cluding the de.t&nd that re•ulta from international arrange
ments and long-term international economic agreements e.nd 
specialisation agreements - is the most important foundation 
tor ·the planning of output and performance with regard to 
volume, quality and timing. ~~t is also the basis on which 
the Lecessary manpower, the utilisation o! fixed assets, in
vestments, and the ~onaumption of materials are planned. The 
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ascertainment of demand is the responsibility of the respec
tive authorities ~na enterprises, each according to its own 
particular tasks. 

In formulating production programmes, the enterprises, com
bines, their senior authorities, the central state authori
ties, and the local councils take particular care to guaran
tee the undiminished or improved quality of products and per
formances; they do this by the planning of measures 

(a) to introduce new product~ with better quality (longer 
service life, improved operational safety, and improved 
utility}; 

(b) to satisfy existing quality re~uirements and to improve 
the quality of products and performance; 

(c) to minimize the rejection rate and the costs arising from 
refinishing and from guarantee claims. 

T~P. taska set with a view to improving the quality of indus
trial products are made binding by the establishment of state 
plan indicators and by scientific and technolQ€ical tasks in 
the plan for science and technology, with technical and or
ganizing measures included. The indicators relating to. the 
development of production are subject to regular analysis for 
the major factors affecting them, a•i they form an important 
gauge by which to evaluate the performance of enterprises. 

In the "vindication of plans", a procedure which is the basis 
for the confirmation of ambitious but nonetheless realistic 
plan targets, the purpose is, above all, to show 

(a) that demand will be covered, which includes the attain
ment of the standards prescribed for quality, 

(b) that obligations under international specialisation agree
ments have been included in their proper places, 

(c) the economic effects to be ac·hie·.red by introduci.ug the 
results ·or scientific and tecC...,,Jlcgica~ advance in the 
production process. 
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The planning of output and performance proceeds !rom the as
sW!iption that the ~roduction capacities available will be 
utilised in the most ef!icient way possible under the prevail
ing circumstances. Capacity planning at the level of enter
prises and combines provides the technological and economic 
foundation for the five year plan and the annual national eco
nomic plans concerning ?utput and performance and for the de
velopment of the neceasar;y production capacities. 

All in all, the principles that govern the planning of indu•
trial production are those: 

1. By the planning of pr~duction, the enterprises and combines 
ensure 
(a) steady and continuous supplies in adequate qualities 

and in accordance with needs to the people, the economy 
and the state as well as the establishment o! stable 
export lines; 

(b) the introduction into the production proces3 of new and 
improved articles, techniques and procedures as well as 
the elimination of obsolete products; 

{c) the further development of specialisation, co-operation 
and combination in production and of socialist economic 
integration o! CME! member countries, besides the im
plem~ntation of obligations resulting from that procesq 

(d) the intensive and effective utilisation of production 
funds, material resources, and the social labour po
tential aa well as secondary raw &ateriala and waste 
products - all these to be accompanied by a steady rise 
in the technological and economic level of production 
at a high rate of efficiency and profitability for the 
national e~onom;y. 

The planning of ~utput is baaed on the results ~f needs or 
demand analysis. 

2. T~e capability of enterprises and combine3 to aatis!~ 
existing ndeda is substantiated b7 the planning of capacity 
utilisation. Thia is the baaia on which the plans are made 
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to secure "the c~paoitiee, .materials, .manpower, and oraanisa
tion required to satiety the needs justifi~d by the r~quire
Menta of the ~ational economy in both range and quality of 
produotion &nd to give thE respective enterprises an effi
cient produc~iOll structure. 

3. !he sub-plan "Production• includes the following compo
nentss 
(a) the production plan tor industry in general 
(b) the production plaa for the buildiug industry 
(c) the production plan for industrial plan construction 
(d) the plan of capacity utilisation. 

2. Plannillg the efficiency of production 

An important element in substantiating the drafts for both the 
five year plan &nd the annual national economic plans is the 
demonstration put forward by enterpriaea, combines, economic 
management organs and minietrie9, of the efficiency of social 
production which w:iderlies their plan calculations. !hey show 
this by means of 

(a) a comprehensive statement showing the development of ef
ficiP~cy in their respective spheres of responsibility, 

(b) efficiency calculations for selected tasks and projects, 
(c) indicators of the technvlu~lcai and economic level of pro

duction, of clliet products, technologies and procedures 
employed and of the economical use of .mat•rials. 

Evaluation of the efficiency indicators in the draft plan 
relies much on the satisfaction of demand as provided tor in 
the draft plan in close connection with physical balancing, 
and with due account being taken of socialist economic in
tegration measures of the CME~ countries. 

To make sure that uniform requirements are set and uniform 
criteria are uaed in evaluating the development of efficiency, 
the enterpriaea, oo~binea, economic executive bodies and 
ministries use the same principl6a and the same indicators in 
preparinf their atatementa on the development of efficiency 
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for ~heir respective fiPlds of respo~eibility. Such state
ments form part of the subst~ntiation of draft plans for the 
f·L.ve year plan and the annual national economic plans; they 
are separately submitted to the senior authorities, ant 
taken into account in the "vindication" of plans at all lev
els 'lf management and planning. Their basic data are the in
dicators of comprehensive economic plan information. The 
most lmporta.nt indioatc.~s of efficiency are state plan in
dicators. 

Some important indicators, in this connection, are azuong 
others 
- the productivity of labour 
- the output-per-fi.Xed assets ratio 
- the profitability ot exports 
- the rate of return on capital employed, etc. 

In the preparation of the five year plan, the efficiency 
statements worked out according to sph~res of competence is 
combined with efficiency calculations according to tasks and 
projects. Thia is done to show the contributions .made to
wards »utting scientific and technological advances to prac
tical uae or towards socialist rationalisation and socialist 
economi~ integration of CMEA countries. 

3. The planning of science and technology 

The planning of science ruid technology is intended to speed 
up the rate of scientific and technological development, thue 
making for the growth of the national econo.11,J in the long 
term. The basis for such planning are the needs that reeult 
from the eyste.matically planned development of aooialiet so
ciety, with particular reference to euch neede of the econo.IQ' 
ot the GDR as arise from the opportwiitiee and requireaenta 
ot socialist ebonoaio inte~tion. !o satiatJ the needa of 
society or more particularly, to raise the material and cul
tural living standards ot the people and ensure a steady de
velopment for performance and eftioieno7 of the national eco
nomy in aeneral and of it• se,tora and branch••· the efforts 
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made in scie~ce and technolQgy are f ocueaed on such aims as 

(a) provide for increased productivity of labour and decreased 
coats by means of intensification through rationalisation, 
above all rationalisation in tec~ologi~al procedures; or 
which make major contributions to raising the technologic
al and economic level of produc~ion by means of new or im
proved equipment, plant, technologies and materials. Thia 
goes hand ~n glove with measures designed to make fo~ sci
entific or~anisation of work, improvements in the w~rking 
and living conditions of working people more amenities on 
the job and better protection of the human environment; 

(b) ensure that the tasks of socialist economic integration 
are fulfilled; 

(c) help to satisfy the needs of the national economy for raw 
materials and ener~· by improving the utilisation of 
domestic raw materials resources, increasing the degree 
ct'processing in manufacture, decreasing the consumption 
of materials and power per uuit, by complex use of raw 
materials and effective utilisation of secondary raw ma
terials and by find~ng PCunomically advantageous ways for 
the use of substitutes; 

(d) make an essential contribution to improving the effic: ncy 
of the national economy by better quality and regularity 
in manufacture, more operational safety, more reliability, 
longer service life, and better design of products and im
proved economic effects of standardisation and mensura
tion; 

(e) are intended to supply the people regularly with high 
quality consumer goods and food in the desired quality, 
to secure due progress for the housing programme, to im
prove medical services and to implement socialist en
vironmental ecology with particular emphasis on measures 
to keep the air and water resources clean; 

(f) strengthen the GDR's export potential and help to realize 
the priority tasks of foreign trade policy; 
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{g) secure that science and teohnology achieve a lone leacl tar 
&head of social and economic needs partioularly the needs 

of produotion. 

!he state plan for. eoience and technoloCJ as well ae the cor
responding plans at the level ot ministries, other central 
state authorities, district ,councils, economio management 
organs, combines, enter~rises and institutions form ptLrt of 
the five year plan and the annual national economic plane. 
They comprise the aims and tasks tor scientific and techno
logioal work, which include the tasks set fc•r putting the re
sults of science and technology into pr~ctice and using them 
for production~ the tasks for standardisation, improvements 
in quality and techniques of measurement and in the develop
ment and efficient use ot the scientific and technological 

potential. 

The chief instrument of planning of science and tPchnology 
is the five year plan. The annual national economic plans 
serve to ensl!re the fulfilment and over-fulfilment of the 
five year plan, particularly as regards putti~ into practice 
and using in production, within set time limit~, scientific 
and tech.nological achievements. 

On the prep~ation of draft plane for science and technology 

The economic aims that govern the formulation of scientific 
and technological tasks are determined by assessing the tech
nological and economic levels of production,· chief products, 
technologies and procedures prevailing at the beginning of a 
five year period as well as those to be attained by its end and 
also by the preparation and interpretation of forecasts, ana
lyses and results of long-term planning. 

In addition, research conceptions and program.mes in the aa
tural sciences and in technology, rationalisation programmes, 
product planning, etc., are also taken into account. 
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The draft plane tor science and technology are prepared with 
a view to the attainment of economic ends ae seen frc, the 
angle or ~he national economy. 

Scientific and technological work required to pave the way 
for new tasks ia planned in the plan for science and tech
nolog. 

Lonc-term-eoonoaic orientation data for general problems and 
!or particul&: tasks are issued by the State Planning C~s
sion to the IUnistry of Science and Technology and to the 
Office ot Standards, Measures and Quality Control to be u~ed 
bJ them in foraulating the state tasks to be included in the 
state plan for science and teohnolog, which is a cOAponent 
part of the five year plan. 

On state tasks anc state plan targets for science and tech
nolop 

In order to gelU' scientific and technological effort conais
tentl~ to the requirements of the national economy, the state 
Planning co .. isaiun and the ministries of the various indus
tries aet the enterprises·scientific and technological tasks 
with attendant econoaic targets to be achieved. 

They are mainly directed towards improvements to be reached 
in the productivit7 of labour, economical use of materials, 
working conditions for the people, exportability of goods and 
profitability of exports, quality, characteristics in use 
(utility) and performance parameters of products, reduction 
of prille coats and power consumption and with ceilings on 
prices and coats. 

In setting the tasks for science and technology with atten
dant economic targets, care is taken by the ministries and 
other central state authorities, district councils, economic 
111&11agement organs, combine•, enterprises, and institutions 
to _have the particular scientific and technological problems 
ana approaches to be derived from those tasks consistently 
oriented from the very outset to th~ requirements of the na
tional econo.117. 
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Witn regard to the specific complex or individual problems 
(subjects), the state plan targets det in the five year plan 
are, as a rule, considered at the same time as state tasks to 
be included in the formulation of the annual national econo
mic plans. The formulation of state tasks and state plan 
targets to be included in the state plan for science and tech
nology is the responsibility of the Ministry of Science and 
Technology in close co-operation with the State Planning Com
mission, the Ministry of Material Economy, and the Office of 
Standards, Measures, and Quality Control, the latter being in 
charge of the preparation of concerted state tasks and state 
plan targets in the field of standardisation, quality devel
opment and techniques of measurement. 

4. The planning of fixed assets and investments 

In planning the reproduction of fixed assets, the basis is 
needs, and the aims are the systematic and proportional de
velopment of the national economy, further rises in the ma
terial and cultural living atand&1'QS of the people, an in
creasing rate of intensification and of scientific and tech
nological advance and the evolution of an efficient produc
tion structure. The gi~idelines in these efforts are the re
quirements of socialist economic integration, the objectives 
to be attained in rationalisation of the national econolQ' 
and further improvements to be made in the workin3 and living 
conditions of the working people. 

The reproduction of fixed asaets in enterprises and indus
trial combines is aubjeot to comprehensive manaceaent and 
planninc. l'rom this angle, the reproduction of fixed aa
seta includes 
(a) planning the advantaceoua utilisation of fixed aaaets 

and the development of their structure and efficienc11 
(b) planning of maintenance, 
(c) planning of diacardinge, 
(d) planning of replaceaenta and of the expansion of fixed 

aeaete (planning the preparation and execution of in
veatmenta). 
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When dr&fts of the five year plan and the annual economic 
plane are prepared, the planning of fixed aeeets and invest
ments is coordinated, in particular, with 
(a) the planning of science and technology 
(b) the planning of the development of production, capacitlee, 

and efficiency, 

(c) the planning of the social labour potential (i.e. manpower) 
(d) the plannin~ of available buildings and available equip

ment and t~eir uses 

(e) the planning of how working and living conditions are to 
develop. 

The planning of fixed assets and investments is to make sure 
that, 

(a) the amount, structure, and capacity utilisation of fixed 
assets - with obsolete plant discarded - will be such as 
to guarantee output and perf or.mance in the planned quanti
ties, qualities, product mix and time schedule at high 
efficiency; 

(b) the tasks resulting from socialist economic integration 
will be fulfilled; 

(c) the tasks resulting from rationalisation conceptions and 
from regional rationalisation measures will be imple
mented; 

(d) manpower will systematica:ly_be provided to improve the 
capacity utilisation of existing fixed assets and to fill 
newly created jobs; 

(e) scientific and technological achievements will be syste
matically introduced and utilised in production; 

(f) the investments necessary to economize on the consumption 
of materials will be made; 

(g) working and living conditions will be improved; 
(h) investments !or the expansion of fixed assets will not be 

made unless the e%isting fixed assets are utilised to full 
capacity and all other ways of rationalisation to improve 
the coverage of demand have been exhausted; 
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(i) investmenta projects in progress are finished quickly and 
the number of unfinished investments is r9duced. 

5. The planning of measures for socialist economic integration 

The 1976-1980 period will be the first time that the GDR for
mulates separate plans, at all levels of industrial manage
ment, of measures contributing to socialist econoaic integra
tion. 

The planning of socialist economic integration measures is 
part of the formulation of the five year plan and the annual 
national economic plans. 

It serves to make sure that such integration measures as the 
GDR is pledged to fulfil will be implemented. 

The manner in which socialist economic integration measures 
are incorporated in the five year plan and the annual nation
al economic plane is as follows: 

(a) a aeparate plan is formulated for measures contributing 
to socialist economic integration, 

(b) the tasks and the funds for integration measures to be 
carried out are included in their appropriate places in 
the sections of the national economic plan and in the 
"physical balances" (i.e. balances accounting in physical 
terms for materials, equipment, and consumer goods). 

Aleo included in the plan of socialist economic integration 
measures are obl~gat~ons for the development of socialist 
economic integration that the GDR has undertaken to fulfil 
ae a participant in tnternational economic organisations. 

Function and substance of the plan of socialist economic 
integration measures 

The planning of socialist economic integration measures is 
to make sure that: 
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(a) integration aeasures ere specified according to p~ojecte in 
the plan of sooi&list economic integration measures, 

(b) apecified obligations are included in the plane and 
balanoea1 

(o) aeaeurea going be7ond the scope of any one field of com
petence are oo-ordinated1 

(d) taaka are aasicned specifioally to the oentral ~tate autho
ritiea, diatri.ct oo~oils, econoaio executive bodies, com
bine• an4 institutions reaponsible for planning and ia
.pleMnting th-. 

Intecration aeaaure• alld &DJ' taa:ta necess&r7 for the• to be 
carried out are 'to be illclwled in the plans of sooialis't 
econoaic intecration aeasurea in both the five 7ear plan and 
the annua1 national econoaio plans. !he7 have to be subclivid
ed b7 7ears and have 'to include also projects in progress at 
the beg1.DD1ng, or unfinished ••the end of the plan period. 

6. !he planning ot labour procluotivity, aocial wortinc po-
tential (anpower) and earned incoaea 

Enterprises and coabiD•a in the various industries as well as 
the appropriate economic manaceaent organs and state authori
ties plan the developaent of labour productivit7. In eo do
ing the7 take into consideration the tasks set tor intensifica
tion, particularly socialist rationalisation, and increases 
to be attained in efficienc1 ot social reproduction and they 
also secure a direct coii.neotion between the planning of labour 
produotivit7, output, nuabera, qualification (i.e. skills) 
and occupational structure of the labour force, the develop
aent ot average wages, reproduction of fixed assets and invest~ 
ments. 

In the pl4l1Ding of labour productivit7, account is taken of 
the olose relations with the plan for science and technoloCJ'. 
!he baaia tor all this are technological work standards and 
oalculatione concerning the main factors influencing the de-
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valopment of productivity and the resultant increases in ef
ficiency. 

Substantiation of the planned development of labour produc
ti vi tz 

Nationally-owned enterprises and combines under centralised 
management, economic management organs of industry in general 
and the b~ilding induitry in particular, the industrial 
ministries and the Ministry of Building and Conatruction, 
substantiate the planned development of labour productivity 
under the followir-6 main factors1 

(a) raising the scientific and technological level of pro
duction, 

(b) improvements to be attained in the organisation of pro
duction and in .management, 

(c) improvements in the scientific organisation of work, 
(d) changes in the ~olume of production and production pat

terns 
- relative economies of time by c.bAngea in the voluae of 

production, 
- changes in the range of goods produced, 

(e) changes in nominal working hours and their utilisation tor 
production, 

(f) factors specificall7 affecting individual industries in
cluding changes in natural conditions. 

The planning of labour productivity proceeds b7 factora, eo 
as to permit discriminating control to be exercised on the 
development of productivit7. 

!he planning of the social working potential (manpower) OOll

binea quantity planning and quality planning. It includes 
the ~lanning of 
(a) the labour f oroe 
(b) qualification etructure (i.e. education, traininc, etilla) 
(c) enrolment of achool-leavere for vocational training not 

coabined with hi.ch achool education 
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(d) enrolment of school-leavers for vocational training com
bined with high school education 

(e) employment of university and college graduates. 

The five year plan and the annual national economic plans are 
chiefly based on 

(a) long-te:.·m forecasts of demographic development, which 
serv3s as a foundation f ~r working out the long-term de-

l: 
velopment of society's labour potential resources, find-
ing possible ways of how to improve the utilisation of 
resources and how to effect the possible and necessary 
improve~dnt in the qualification structure; 

(b) evaludtion of analytical 1:1nd prognosttc findings concern
ing the development of the qualitative structure and ef
ficient utilisation of the labour potential of society; 

(c) the development of labour productivity on the basis of 
scientific and technological advance and rationalisation, 
the development of output and perf ormaqce and the devel
opment of fix~d assets with particular regard to the ratio 
of jobs to peraonnel; 

(d) the balance of school-leavers as distributed among the 
several types of education (youth balance-sheet) and 
computation of the number of graduates from universities 
and colleges. 

The planning of earned incomes 

Earned incomes are planned. Regulations for the planning of 
the wage fund arc laid down by central authority. 

The planning of the wage fund safeguards the position of wages 
as the most important factor of personal material interest 
and helps to enforce the wage policy of the state. 

The size of the wage fund to be planned has to be determined on 
the basis of performance development, the number of workers 
and clerical staff with account being taken of their qualifica
tion structure and on the basis of the factors resulting from 
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labour code regulations and wage policies to be implemented. 
The planning of the wage fund takes place in all sectors of 
the national economy and at all levels of management and 

planning. It is based on the state plan index figures o:! the 
five-year plan and of the annual national economic plans. 

*'Developaent of average wages and salaries•is the state plan 
index figure emple7d for the e~aboration of the five-7eP.r 
plan. !he wage t'U.nd is to be computed on the basis of the 
planned development of the number of fully employed workers 
and office employees on the one hand and the plan index 
figure "average wages and salaries" on the other hand. 

The state plan index figure "wage fund of workers and office 
employees" which is used for the elaboration of annual na
tional economic plans, is given in absolute terms. 

Differentiations in wage fund increases are made by the cen
tral state authorities and the economic management organs 
wi·thin the limits set by the state plan index figure "wage 
fund". In this connection, the following factors of influence 
on the development of wage fund increases have to be c~nsider
ed: 

(a) planned changes in the number of workers and office em
ployees; 

(b) development of average wages and salaries of workers and 
office employees as a result of 

I - changP.g in the structure of the labour force and due to 
rising levels of qualification; 

- chnnges in the number of working days and paid d~wn-time 
in accordance with the balance-sheet of working time; 

- rewards for higher performances of workers, especially 
for the expected overfu.l!ilment of work standards and 
other performance criteria during the plan period; 

- increases in the salaries of office employees within the 
limits of existing wage-rate .margins; 
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- the introduction or wider application of new performance
sti.mulating forms of remuneration in conjunction with a 
sojentific organisation of the labour-process and the 
planned use of work standards; 

- wage-increasing factors arising from existing regal.a
tions in the GDR labour code and in the collective 
agreements of enterprises; 

- increases in the wage fund for the implementatioL of 
government wage policies; . 

- other specific branch factors influencing the develop-
ment of wages &1.1~ salaries. 

In the fields of culture and the social services and analogous 
principles can be applied, paying, howftver, due regard to the 
specific peculiarities in these spheres of activity. 

In the interests of implementing tne so-called performance 
principle (i.e. the principle of remuneration according to 
work performance), the planned bonus fund is given in abolute 
figures and in coDDection with clearly stipulated performance 
indicators. The plaDDed bonus fund of an enterprise is de
pendent on the development of enterprise perfomrnace, and in 
such a way that the initiative of the workers and their inter
est in accepting and fulfillinc high plan targets are duly 
stimulated and that outstandin& collective results of work 
teams can be given proper material rewar~. 

1. Planning of the economical· use of materi~l 

The planning of the economical use of materials and the balanc
ing af all tasks in this field plays an important part in the 
formulation of the five year plan and the annual national eco
nomic plans. It is ai.Jled at aecurinc the planned output of 
commodities which is required to meet the demand of the popula
tion, the eoono111 and the state, and at an eoonomically ef
fective utilization of raw and other 11&teriale, enerCJ' and 
fuel, intermedi&rJ products, means of rationalization, plant 
and equipment. 
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The planning or the economical use of material and the balanc
ing of tasks in this field, in the pro~ess of elaboration of 
the so-called MAK-Balances (a system of phyq~~~1 accounts, 
covering materials, equipment and ~vu~i.ull~r goods) for the 
five-year plan offers possibilities of ensuring correct ma
ter _al and technical proportions and interrelationships in 
the national economy with regard to availabl~ resources and 
their economical uses. 

Basing themselves on the system of balances of the five-7ear 
plan, the annual national economic plans ~rovide for the 
materials supply of the econom;J in consonance with its prod
uct gro~p structure and with reg&~d to both available resources 
and their uses. 

In order to secure the fulfilaent of planned tasks and targets 
1D the spheres of production, performanc•a, supply, research 
and development and investment, public consumers and suppliers 
(and their senior authorities) provide each other with informa
tion in the form of planning and balancing data, co-ordina"te 
their activities and conclude commercial con-tracts in order 
to ensure the available resources to correspond with the re
quirements of the MAX-B~lanoes. 

The planning of the economical use of .material and the balanc
ing of tasks involved comprises 

(a) the plwming of the economical use of material including 
the planning of demand for material.a, equipment and con
aumer goods by public consumers &rad supplieraa 

(b) the elaboration of MAK-Balances by the responsible balano-
1.Dg authorities; 

(c) the planning of output (by suppliers and their senior 
authorities) according to quanity, assortment, qualitJ and 
ti~e with a view to covering the demand for materials, 
equipment and consumer goods; 

(d) the planning and balancing of energy by those concerned 
with ita generation and uaea 
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(e) the planninc of supply performances by the executive bo
dies of the capital goods trade within the framework of 
their trade programmes; 

(f) the planning of the use of resources in a~cordance with 
eoonoaioally effective patterns of circulation. 

The planning of tasks and measures towards a more economical 
use of material.a proceeds from the main technological and 
economic lines of .material economies. It is directed at a 
stable, continuous supply of materials and energy in con
sonance with actual requirements and at thei~ effective 
utilization. 

The tasks and measures towards a greater economy in the use 
of .materials - and their results - are also integral parts 
of the plane for "Science and Technology" and "Pixed Assets 
and Investments• and of the so-·Jalled MAK-Balances and state 
plan indices in the field of nv~terials ~upply. 

The individual industrial ministries bear particular reepon
sibili ty for economies in the use of materials in their 
respective sphered. They have to safeguard chat the tasks 
conoerning economy in the use of material, •1hich are laid 
down in economic plans, are both ambitious !.Dd realistic 
and that regular and systematic use is made of standards of 
materials consumption, materials inventories, and other pro
gressive, technologically and economically based indice~ 
which serve the economical use of materials. 

The Ministry of Material& Supply is responsible for organis
ing an economical use of .material and for working out stand
ards and indices of ma·terials consumption and the holding of 
material inventories in the national economy. It co-ordinates 
all the measures necessary thereto, and - in close collabora
tion with the other central state authorities concerned -
puts forward suggestions with regard to the tasks and targets 
to be incorporated in the five year plan and/or the annual 
national economic plans. 
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The planning o~ the economical use of material compriaess 

(a) the planning and substantiation of materials requiremeuts 
on the basis of state plan index figures of materials and 
energy conswnption, with the index figures related to 
spheres of responsibility on the one hand and to t711es 
of prr~ucts on ~he other; 

(b) the planning &Ld balancing of inventories and reaerves1 

(c) the planning of secondary raw materials and waste products. 

In the interests of a highly econolllical uae of materi~la, the 
planning and balancing of technological as well as economic 
measures concentrates on1 

(a) the development of products Yith a high use-value and ... 
minimal social expenditure of basic and auxili&ry materials, 
of costs and time per unit of output; 

(b) economies in the use of basic and auxiliary materials b~ 
means of the use of "light-weight construction•; the use 
of up-to-date methods of design and calculation; the com
ple~e utilization of the specific properties of materials; 
the use of efficient materiai !l.lld energy saving techniques; 
the effective substitution of mat6riale; the planned de
velopment of technological standards; an effective protec
tion against corrosion; the rednction of material waste 
and rejects in the production process based on standards 
and indices; 

~c) the establishment of optimal material inventories and 
circulation relations, with a view to accelerating the 
rate of inventory turnover as well as forming and holdin& 
reserves in accordance with the requirements and poasi
bili ties of the r.ational economy a 

(d) the economically most expedient utilization of indigenous 
raw material sources and the planned procurement, pro
cessinr. and re - utilizatioil of secondary raw materials. 

The whole system of material incentivas in industry is geared 
to these priority tasks. 
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8. Planning the development of working and living conditions 
of the working population 

The development of the working and living conditions of the 
working people is an integral part of ':.he comprehensive plan
ning activities of economic mana~em~~G organs, enterprises, 
combines, institutions of all kinds and local councils. The 
managements of enterprises, combines and institutions for
mul~te special plans for measures towards the further improve
ment of working and living conditions. These plans are based 
on: 

- the relevant targets and priority tasks set by central state 
authorities and local authorities in conjunction with the 
drafting of the !ive year plan and the annual national eco
nomic plane; 

- the development of social life in the area concerned; 

the experience o! and suogestiona made by the citizens of 
the erea concerned; 

- the results of analyses of working and living conditions; 

- the requirements and possibilities arising from the repro-
duction process of enterprises, combines and inst!tutions. 

Por the planning of material working conditions at the level 
of enterprises, combines and institutions in industr1 (in
cluding the building industry), the respo~sible senior 
authcritiee hand down information and planning data con
cerning 

- the incidence of specific branch work accidents and the 
main !actors causing them; 

' - plant and machinery whose labour safety has to be safe-
guarded by special safety technological means; 

- cirteria on the basis of which measures towards the improve
me~t of working and livinc conditions oan be grouped into 
larger oomplexea. 
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In line with existing legal regulations, funds for the im

provement of working and living conditions of the working 
people may be drawn from the following sources: 

{a) net profits remaining with the enterprise; 

(b) funds for investment (amortization amounts, net profits 
earmarked for investment, credits); 

(c) funds resulting from the participation of other enter
prises or institutions or allotted by local ~ ... ·~1ncile; 

(d) reserve funds of ·combines and VVBe (associations of enter-
prises of a particular branch of industry); 

(e) pr:Une cost and repair funds; 

(f) funds for cultural purposes and social welfare; 

(g) a special "achievement fund" (formed from profit alloca
tions in case of above-plan rises in labour productivity). 

Induetriai enterprises are obliged to make regular &il&lyse& of 
the working and living conditions of their eaployees in ac
cordance with the priority tasks in this field. To be able to 
take all necessary steps towards eliminating or diJDinishing 
dangers and/or difficult conditions in the work process, en
terprises have to analyse existing working conditions as well 
as results and conditions to be expected in connection with 
given technological and economic objectives. !hey have to 
consider carefully all analytical materials which permit con
clusions relating to :ruture measures in the field of health 
preservation, labour safety, fir~ protection etc. 

Such materials ares 
(a) analyses of material working conditions on the basis of a 

scientific organisation of work; 

{b) analyses of the incidence of work accidents and sickness, 
and of statistics concerning the development of supple
mentary wage p~ymente for heavy work, extra holidays and 
legal reductions of working time; 
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(c) analyses of the number of work-places where the prescribed 
st1Uldards of industrial hygiene were found to have been 
infringed and of the causes of such infringements; 

(d) analyses of work-places which expose the worker to special 
physical and/or mental stress and examination of its 

causes; 

(e) analyses of labour fluctuation; 

(f) &n:alyses of cultural facilities and social services of the 

enterprises. 

These analyses are to be taken into consideration when plans 
are worked out. After its completions, the managers of en
terprises, combines and institutions have to submit t~e draft 
plan for the development of working and living conditions 
for public discussion. Subsequent to the thorough discussion 
of this draft plan at public trade union meetings of the em-
ployees and possible modifications that take accou.~t of sug-
gestions or reco.mmendations made at these meetings, the plan 
for the development of working and living conditions - as 
part of the comprehensive enterprise plan - is to be submit
ted to tae senior authorities. Works managers are obliged to 
render account to their employees of the fulfilment of the 
targets in the plan component "Development of working and 

living ~onditions". 

All tasks intended to improve the working and living condi
tions have to be integrated into the personnel planning as 
well as the physical and financial planning of the entire re
production process. IQ particular, this applies to the plan
ning of financial funds, materials and equipment which are 
necessary to implement the measures planned for the improve
ment of working and living conditions. As any other part of 
the comprehensive enterprise plan, the plan for the develop
ment of working and living conditions has to conform to the 
principles of realistic, co-ordinated planning and all-round 

balancing. 
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The tasks laid down in the plan for "Science and Technology" 
have to include also measures towards the development o! so
cialist working conditions. Scientific-technological projects, 
research themes, and performances which serve to improve work
ing and living conditions, esp. iu the fields of the formation 
of improved working conditions, of medical care, labour safe
ty, fire protection and technical safety regulations, as well 
as the capacities required for their implementation (in terms 
of manpower, physical and financial requirements) constitute 
an integral part of the plan component for ascience and Tech
nology" at all enterprises, combines and institutions. Thie 
refers not only to general tasks of the enterprises, but also 
to scientific-technological tasks of a product Oil" process 
specific type (e.g. new developments or produc~s improvements). 

The plan for "Capital Investment" has to show the share of in
vestment made to improve working and living conditions in the 
total amount o~ capital investments of enterprises, combj.nes 
and institutions. Thie includes, e.g., investments which are 
necessary to reduce the number of work-places where workers 
are exposed to dangers or heavy physical stress; investments 
necessary to improve the employees supply systems of enter
prises (catering and shopping facilities, etc.), especially 
for shift workers; investments required for increasing the 
number of places at factory cr~chee and kindergartens, and 
for the fUrthei· improvement of existing cultural facilities. 
Whenever new investment projects are submitted !or approval 
to senior planning authorities, separate plan conceptions 
concerning the further development of socialist working and 
living conditions have to be enclosed, as part of the re
quisite documentation. 

The plan component "Development o! working and living condi
tions" and all other components of the plan are to be formul
ated in close connection with so~ialist rationalization. 
Through socialist rationalization enterprises, combines and 
institutions have to aocomplish important tasks in the forma
tion and development of socialist working and living condi
tions; by means of modernization and steady improvement of 
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existing technology and plant, through mechanization and 
partial automation of production they have to provide for 
:further improvements in the working and living conditions of 
the workiDa population. 

Proceeding trom analyses of existing working conditions, en
terprises have to plan measures which aim at facilitating 
work, raising labour safety, improving industrial hygiene and 
the labour environment and providing for better catering and 
shopping facilities, particularly for shift workers. Por these 
purposes, enterprises have to co-operate closely with other 
enterprises of the area and with local councils. 

9. Pinancial planning 

Financial planning covers the planning of costs, prime cost 
and proceeds from domestic sales, and the planning of coete 
and proceeds trom export business, the planned accumulation 
and use of the compound enterprise proceeds (i.e. proceeds 
from domestic sales plus export proceeds) and other financial 
resources, the planned formation and use of financial funds, 
the planning of finance and credit rF.lations and the financing 
of stocks and claims. 

The financial planning of central state authorities, local 
councils, enterprises, combines and institutions is geared to 
the development of output and performances in accordance with 
actual demand and required assortments and to the planned im

provement of the working and living conditions ot the people. 
Pinancial planning is direc~ed towards increasing the eff ec
ti veness of social production, improving the quality of prod
ucts and implementing the. socialist principle of thrift. It 
is to be based on progressive cost standards and limits. 

Pinancial planning exerts a strong influence on: 
(a) the peraanent and continuous reduction of production 

coats, increases in the effectiveness of social produc
tion and the implementation of the socialist principle 

of thrifts 
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(b) the speedy utilization of new scientific and technological 
results in production; 

(c) a more economical use of material, effective stock holding, 
the effective uee of working capital and the acceleration 
of its turnover; 

(d) the effective and economical use of the social labour 
potential; 

(e) the effective uee of fi.Xed assets and the planned discard
ing of obsolete fi.Xed aseeta; the achievement of a high 
efficiency of investments and the accumulation of the 
necessary investment funds; 

(f) the conduct of the socialist competition movement (by the 
breaking down of planned costs in such a way that the 
work teams of enterprises are enabled to influence them) 
and by the use of cost standards and cost limits; 

(g) the inclusion or the economic effects of industrial prices 
in the planning of coat reduction. 

~inancial planning at enterprises, combines and economic man
yement orpns 

In their fiD&l\cial planning ~or the five-year plan and for the 
annual national economic plane, enterprises, combines and 
economic management organs proceed from the targets set by 
central and other superior planning authorities. They utilize 
the results of inter-firm comparisons, cost and profit analy
ses and analyses of the eGOnomic effects of prices. 

In the process of the preparation of annual economic plane, 
coat planning makes use of fi.Xed standards for the consumption 
of raw and other materials, energy and time and for overhead 
coats - primarily for administrative coeta. The planning of 
coata of material and ener~· is baaed on technological and 
economic standards. In cases where there are no such fixed 
3tandarde, preliminary or empirically obtained standards (or 
~ndicea) can be employed. The senior authorities have to de-
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cide in such cases, when and under whose responsibility de
finite technological and economic standards w!ll have to be 
elaborated. 

An important aspect of .planning at the level of enterprises 
and combines is the planning or cost reduction. The respec
tive tasks set to enterprises and combines by senior execu
tive authorities are integrated into the annual national 
economic plane in the form ot cost reduction targets expressed 
in marlmor as a percentage. In their plans, enterprises and 
combines have to show the effects of all major technological 
and economic factors on the level of prime costs and on eco-· 
nomiee in overhead costs. 

Por their annual economic plans enterprises and combines also 
have to plan the so-called "compound enterprise proceeds" 
(.mainly proceeds from domestic sales plus export proceeds of 
the enterprise). 

Planning of the use of net profits 

The net profits of enterprises are used in a planned way for 
(a) net profit transfers to the state budget in accordance 

with existing stat~ plan index figures and legal regula
tions; 

(~) the formation of the monetary funds o! enterprises, com
bines and economic management organs; 

(c) the repayment of credits; 

(d) other forms o! profit distribution according to legal re
gulations. 

Net profits resulting from over-fulfilment of planned targets 
are used !or 

(a) the formation of additional enterprise funds (bonus fund, 
and the so-call•d "achievement fund" which is formed in 
case of above-plan rises in labour productivity and spent 
on measures towards improvements in working and living 
conditions) and !or allocations to the profit fund of the 
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enterprise; 

{b) the formation of a profit fund at the ministerial level; 

(c) trans~ers to the state budget. 

At present, the planning of the formation and use of financial 
funds is confined to annual economic plane. It is based on 
the relevant legal regulations, tasks and targets. In planning 
the formation of their financial funds, enterprises and com
bines have to take account of probable or available financial 

funds of the preceding year. 

Priorities in the further improvement of the planning of in
dustrial enterprises 

The growing social demands made on enterprise planning neces
sitate an improvement of planning in the following directions: 

On the establishment and further development of a scientific 

basis for planning 

Any planning activity rests on information from ~hich new in

sights, clues or exact data can be gained for the planning 

of the reproduction process of enterprises. 

Altnough ~entral orientations, plan tasks and targets con
stitute the most important information for enterprise plan
ning, the enterprise or combine needs far more detailed and 
concrete data for the elaboration of plans, especially: 

- analyses of the recent development of production, the vol
ume and pattern of demand for products and performances, of 
existing productive resources and available or mobilizable 
reserves for increasin£ the performance of the enterprise; 

- standards for the use or consumption of living and past 
(materialized) labour and for performances to be made; and 

forecasts concerning the development of demand, new products 
and processes, and of the division ot labour and co-opera-
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tion (both at home and with other CMEA member countries). 

Since the quality of enterprise planning clearly depends, to 
a very large extent, on the quality of such planning data and 
on the1r being available in time, it is imperative that the 
procurement and processing of such information be continuously 
and consistently improved. In order to ensure such a well
founded planning basis, the following requirements will have 
to be met in the·near future: 

(1) continuity in analytical work, in business forecasting and 
in the use of fixed standards; 

(2) securing up-to-date information and data; 

(3) use o! scientific methods in analytical and forecasting 
activities and in the field of standards. 

On the intensification o! conceptual work for five-year and 
annual planning 

Ccnceptual planning work means essentially long-term prepara
tion of plane: both five-year plane and the annual economic • 
plans o! enterprises. It implies the creative processing of 
information and data into purposeful, effective solutions for 
the reproduction process of enterprises i~ accordance with 
the requirements of society. 

Conceptual planning work, and the so-called "plan conception" 
(outline draft plan) as its immediate outcome, are important 
tools in the hands of the planner !or determining, from the 
standpoint of the national economy as a whole, the most ef
fective plan solutions, !or preparing planning decisions and 
for organising the active and all-round participation of the 
working people in the process of planning. 

On account of its immense importance, the managers of enter
prises or combines should, therefore, create (1) all the neces
sary conditions for a continuous and precise conceptual plan
ning and (2) steadily and systematically improve the concep
tual activitiee as a permanent method o! planning (e.g., ela-
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boration and evaluation of plan variants; efficiency calcula

tions; development of comprehensive planning conceptions). 

On the further development of socialist democracy in the 
planning process 

Socialist democracy in planning presupposes the ever more ef
fective participation of the working people in the planning 
process, especially in the stages of plan preparation and plan 
implementation. The implementation of socialist democracy in 
planning helps set free and utilise the creative abilities of 
the workers in formulating plans of high quality, i.e. plans 
wh~ch provide for realistic increases in production through 

the optimal utilisation of resources. 

The all-round participation of the workers in the formulation 
of the enterprise plan is an essential prerequisite for their 

conscious commitment to the fulfilment of plan targets, for 
their discipline and activity in the stage of plan implementa

tion. 

The greater participation of the working population in plan
ning has to be accomplished mainly along the f.ollowing lines: 

(1) the participation of workers already in the conceptual 

stage of plan rreparation; 

(2) the better qualification of the working people for their 
active and expert participation in planning by special 
training measures on the one hand and by giving them suf
ficient information and orientation for the discussion of 

the draft plan; 

(3) a better connection between planning, socialist emulation 
programmes, the innovators' movement and the use of ma

terial incentives; 

(4) a further rise in the quality o~ annual planning. 
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On the increased application of economic-mathematical methods 

and electronic data prooeesine 

A eeneibl~ application of economic-mathemat1cal methods in 
connection with electronic data processing contributes to a 
higher quality in the preparation of planning decisions and 

planning activities. 

The use of economic-mathematical methods opens up possibili

ties of: 
- the objectif~cation of planning decisions; 
- the study and mastery of interrelations and proportions in 

the national economy; 
- the optimisation of plans and plan components (sub-plans); 
- the formulation of variants of optimal solutions in plan-

ning. 

Data processing and economic-mathematical methods are also 
an important means of rationalisation of planning work. 
The next steps towards an increased application of such 
methods to be taken in the German Democratic Republic are: 

(1) the supply of the necessary primary data (in the requisite 
quantity, quali·ty and topicality) on the basis of reli
able technical and technological documents, efficient 
enterprise organisation and exact cost accounting; 

(2) the employment of experts in the field of economic
mathematical model building and their close collaboration 
with the planning and managerial staff of the enterprise; 

(3) the training of the planning staff in the use of economic
mathematical methods and models in order to enable plan
ners to apply such methods to the solution of their plan
ning problems and use them effectively in the planning 

process. 

On the further aualification of planning rereonnel 

The formulation and implementation of measures designed to 
raise the level of planning in the enterprises of the GDR ie 



directly dependent on the quali!ioation and the pe~eonal oom
mi tment of the personnel responsible for making pla1111ing de
cisions or engaged in the preparation of planning deoisi~ns 
and the drafting of plans. !he growing social demands made 
upon planning result in a steady increase in the share of 
the creative element in planning work. Which demands should, 
from our point of view, be made on a planner? 

(1) He should be able to recognise new aspects of planning 
arising from the further development of the socialist 
national economy. The theoretical foundations he should 
have for these purposes are the knowledge of the political 
economy or capitalism and socialism, or Marxist-Leninist 
philosophy in general and of the theory of cognition in 
particular. 
He should be able to foresee new problems of planning and 
suggest measures and decisions accordingly. 

(2) He should understand the internal interrelations of the 
planning process and the specific characteristics of its 
element~ (balancing or accounts, analysis, plan calcula
tions;. 

(3) He should be familiar with modern planning methods and 
techniques. This applies also to the use of operations 
research, electronic data processing ;~1 mathematical 
methods. He should have at least some basic knowledge 
of programming techniques and the use of algorithms and 
the problems connected with and the limits set to their 
application. 

(4) He should be able to understand and have a full view of 
the problems of the reproduction process and set new ob
jeoti ves for planning. 

(5) He should be well acquainted with the operation, organisa
tion and !unctions of the planning department of the 
enterprise and be able to exerc~'.ee influence on 1 ts 
further development. 
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(6) He shou1d actively include the work teams of the enter
prise in the planning process and assign proper tasks to 
them. 

(7) He should see to it that new ideas and insights from fore
casts and other studies find speedy access into the plan
ning process and that adequate conclusions are drawn from 
thel!l. 

(8) He should always encourage analytical studies of the ef
fectiveneas of planning and put fonnu~ suggestions for 
iaprovU\g the mechanism and methods of planning and for 
eliainating all retarding factors in planning. 

(9) He ehould be well informed about the contents, forms and 
m~de of operation of planning in other socialist countries, 
especially in the Soviet Union. 

(10) He 1hou1d know the teachings and views of the classics of 
Marxism-Leninism with regard to planning and should be able 
to apply them in a creative manner. 

(11) Be ehould keep himself informed about the latest theoretic
al reau1ts and the main directions of research in the field 
of planning, and also about planning issues in the stage of 
scientific discussion. 

These demonstrate ver, clearly that planners should be among 
the beat qualified staff members of socialist enterprises. This 
high level of qualification is absolutely necessary considering 
that planning is the ver, core of llklnagerial activities and 
that the command over all important relations o! the reproduc
tion prooeaa requires profoUJld and diversified knowledge on the 
part of the planner. 

Ag.-Wr~ 614/149/76 (204) 




